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Dear Chips

appreciate them.

On the run the hare didn’t allow the runners going the
wrong way to run for a very long time before calling them
back with an “ON Hare” call

Dear Chips
Would I be able to survive in life if I only drank Cum, like
I mean I ate nothing and drank nothing except Semen.

Signed TNT

Signed Pucker Sucker Anonymous

Dear TNT
Those people need to go the wrong way and get a little lost
now and again and the hare should be promoting this and
allowing them to fail. It allows them to learn the city a
little better for future runs. They also appreciate the beer
and comradery even more at the end when they feel like
there was a chance they would never have made it back
alive.
Dear Chips
I’ve had trouble finding run locations and am finding it
hard to make it to runs on time. I find with an extra hour or
two I can find the hashers at the end of the runs easier. Do
you have any tips I could try and digest?
Signed Crash Test Rummy
Dear Crash
You could first off check on the world wide web and
possibly google search the address. It would provide a map
that would guide you directly to the run start. Another
option would be to reach out to other hashers and ask for
help. Speaking of which the hashers have been planning to
stage an intervention anyway as they know the true reason
you are not showing up on time is your addition to sucking
the horses penis. I may be the meanest but you….

Dear Anonymous
Semen contains approx. 5 calories (dependant on the load)
A woman requires approx. 1700 calories per day to
survive. So essentially you could survive on a Semen only
diet if you are quite popular or very good at extraction
practices and have a lot of suitors. All scientific facts aside
you could populate your own personal testing to confirm
whether or not this is truly possible and if assistance or
volunteers required please feel free to reach out to the hash
as they are always willing to help a friend in need of
assistance.
Congratulations to Crash Test Rummy who received his
100th run Backpack last night ironically without even
showing up to do the run, maybe it should say 99th run???
I apologize for not making it to the ONON to answer your
queries in person last night. I know I am generally a better
resource than Google as I know most everything.
Everyone please remember to delete your search history
on your cell phones from the ONON so you can avoid
uncomfortable conversations when logging on your phone
around others. I appreciate your questions and hope you
are now all the wiser from my advice.
ONON
Chips A Whore

Dear Chips

Hare needed for Thursday Nov 29

I showed up for a run last night and there were many
women and only a couple of guys. The women were
talking like I wasn’t there about drinking cum and putting
things inside of their mouths along with other stuff and
most of the talk was quite filthy and made me feel
uncomfortable. I never remember hearing my mother talk
like that, have you ever been in a situation like this and
how did you handle it.

Run #1083 28-Nov Urine My Way
Run #1084 05-Dec Sir Cum’s A lot
Run #1085 12-Dec Dripping Wet Gap
Christmas Party! Friday December 6th 6:30PM-till
someone calls 911
House Party theme “appys, pizza, games dancing,
merriment and general feeling of Christmas”

Signed Curb Crawler
Dear Curb
Why yes Curb I have and it can be uncomfortable. Women
do a lot of things that you would think they may not do like
fart and stuff. Most do not openly talk about these things in
the open public with males and is generally saved for
bathroom talk (why girls go to the bathroom together) they
are generally filthy beast by nature and that is why we
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